SCALE BACK ALABAMA 2018: HEALTH TIP - WEEK 8

MANAGE STRESS

Stress can weaken your immune system and potentially lead
to high blood pressure, fatigue, depression, overeating, and
the development of bad habits. Take time to take care of
you by practicing yoga, taking a walk, practicing breathing
exercises, decreasing caffeine intake, getting plenty of sleep,
tuning into your body, listening to music, laughing, or whatever
other healthy ways you like to de-stress. Managing your stress
is part of a healthy lifestyle and is essential for reaching your
weight loss goals.
LINKS:
Stress Management:
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/stressmanagement/expert-answers/stress/faq-20058497
Tips For Relieving Stress:
https://www.healthline.com/health/10-ways-to-relievestress#4
Stress and Health:
https://www.healthline.com/health-news/mental-eight-waysstress-harms-your-health-082713#6

FAMILY FOCUS

Recipe: Foods For Stress Relief

http://www.eatingwell.com/article/284470/7-foods-forstress-relief/
INCLUSION TIP:
De-stress with yoga. Yoga brings together physical and
mental aspects to create a peaceful, relaxed body and
mind. It helps to manage stress and anxiety while increasing
flexibility, strength and range of motion. For people with a
disability, NCHPAD has an inclusive yoga video series for kids
and adults. This video is a first-of-its-kind yoga practice
encouraging poses to be performed outside of the chair
to create a challenging and beneficial routine. The video
consists of a full 30 minute routine showing adaptive and
traditional poses.
We can also feel stress from caregiving. If you are a family
member who cares for someone with a disability, make sure
you also take care of yourself by getting enough rest and
other healthy living practices such as finding balance, good
nutrition and physical activity.

Talk to your family about how you can create a less stressful home environment. Dividing household
chores fairly among family members so that everyone pulls their weight or adopting an earlier family
bedtime so that everyone gets enough rest can make a huge impact. Taking walks together can also help manage stress levels. Whatever
you choose to do, make sure everyone has input. This will make the process less stressful for all!

